
If you’re struggling with your who, it might be time to look at the masks that
you’re hiding behind. The things that you put out there the world, the persona
we take on in public. 

We learn one of two things from them – they’re either the who we want to be, or
they’re the who we pretend to be because we think that’s what other people
want us to be. 

This action step is easy for any of us that have social media. Go back through
your recent posts on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and look for themes. Look
for what you’re posting for your friends, your family, the ones you want to think
well of you. For this one, disregard your professional pages if you have one – we
all make up shit on there all the time.

For example, the galloping housewife has lots of stuff about living at the end of
a road. She likes being geographically isolated. She posts about being in
Scotland and settling in, but doesn’t say that she is hiding behind that
geographical isolation and using it as an excuse to be socially isolated as well.

The most informative posts will be the ones where you know you’re out of
character. The post from the kid’s school bake sale, when in reality you’d rather
pull teeth than sit in the cold selling cakes no one else needs, the photo of the
cocktails on the beach with your partner when it’s the first holiday you’ve taken
in years. Maybe the first is telling you that you feel guilty for not being more part
of your children’s school life and the second is that really, you want to be the
kind of person that goes on spontaneous getaways for fun. 

For those that aren't active on social media, there are other ways to find your
masks. The way you dress, the style you choose. Where you live and what you
feel about where you live. How you interact in your community. What you like to
be known as. The sorts of people you are drawn to and the sorts of people that
are drawn to you. The 3 traits exercise from the last section will be instructive
here - pay particular attention to any trait that felt incongruous to you. 



The ‘what’ is not important. Remember Brené Brown? The story you’re telling
yourself doesn’t just inform your where, it informs your who as well. 

As we go through the figuring out who we really are, remember that any version
of ‘who’ that we choose is OK. 

The butterfly effect is real. You might think that your contribution is not
worthwhile, or even self-serving, but if you don’t teach English as a second
language to new immigrants, they might not ever get the job as a store clerk
that means they can pay for their kid to go on a school trip to an engineering
firm and the kid will never be inspired to join the research lab that ultimately
results in providing a clean water source to millions living off grid who then can
grow their own food. If you don’t dedicate your life to breeding and producing
calm trail horses then the woman returning to riding after a relationship break up
will never get to experience the pure elation from cantering across the field on
their safe and reliable mount and won’t transfer that joy into their burgeoning
new business of helping hundreds of other women who have gone through
break ups later in life.

It’s not up to you to decide if your ‘who’ is worthy or to limit the ripple effects.
It’s up to you to serve yourself by finding out who you really are, who you’re
meant to be, and being that person. 

 
See you later bitches,

the galloping housewife
 

https://youtu.be/EJjIirwu0E0

